Description: This course is an intensive inquiry into the formation of the book of Genesis. Each student will be expected to know the text on its own, prepare an analysis of it in writing, and bring it along with notes on the text that you can use when engaging in class discussions.

We will not begin with the first chapters. Our interest is rather:

1) to probe, as efficiently as possible, the various collections of literary traditions that the biblical authors combined to form the book,

2) how and why the biblical authors combined these older traditions.

In the process, we will discover, on our own, a fascinating set of communal concerns that prompted the composition of this important biblical book.

Bibliography:


**RLHT 735 - Global Feminisms and the Study of Women and Religion in the Americas: Theological Perspectives**

Monday, 1:00-4:00

Dianne Stewart & Bobbi Patterson

This seminar explores a range of feminist and womanist theological traditions as they have emerged within communities across the Caribbean, Latin America and the United States. Emphasis will be placed upon how racial and ethnic heritage impact theological reasoning and
imagination in the selection of sources, methods and hermeneutical strategies. While most of the
texts cover Christian theological perspectives, we will consider the works of theologians who are
committed to engaging indigenous/African spirituality and religious thought and to producing
theologies that contribute to interreligious dialogue and comparative theology.

RLHT 736B - Early Christian Narratives: Monasticism
Thursday, 9:30-12:30
Anthony Briggman

This seminar will examine the major monastic writings of the fourth through sixth centuries. We
shall focus upon central aspects in the development of monastic thought and practice, with
particular attention to monastic theology. We will begin with possible Greek, Jewish, and New
Testament sources for the monastic movement. We shall then proceed to the fourth-century
writings that form the ‘canon’ of monasticism, starting with Aphrahat of Persia and concluding
with Evagrius of Pontus. Our consideration of fifth-century writings will focus upon Palladius of
Heliopolis and John Cassian, and we shall conclude our study with the sixth-century Life and
Rule of Benedict of Nursia.

Required Texts (NB: do not use alternative translations):

   Series 34. Translated by N. Russell. Introduction by B. Ward. Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian
   Publications, 1981. (978-0879079345)

   J.E. Bamberger; Kalamazoo: Cistercian Publications, 1981. (978-0879079048)


4. Pachomian Koinonia, Volume 1: The Life of Saint Pachomius and his Disciples. Cistercian
   Studies Series 45. Translation and introduction by A. Veilleux. Kalamazoo, MI: Cistercian
   Publications, 1980. (978-0879079451)

   0231144070)

6. Harmless, William. The Desert Christians: An Introduction to the Literature of Early


RLL 707 – Sanskrit
This is a New Testament exegesis course that acquaints students with the critical study of Acts. It presupposes basic knowledge of Koine Greek and Biblical Hebrew, and previous experience in biblical exegesis. The course has two goals: (1) to help students refine their exegetical skills by focusing on a single New Testament writing; and (2) to acquaint students with relevant primary and secondary literature. The first goal is achieved by translation accompanied by philological, grammatical, historical, literary, and theological analysis; the second by treating various topics related to the critical study of Acts.

What has Athens to do with Jerusalem? That is (with apologies to Tertullian for the appropriation and reframing of his famous question), what has the study of religion in (say) 2nd century BCE Athens to do with the study of religion in (say) 21st century CE Jerusalem? In other words, what is the place of the interpretation of the religious traditions of Antiquity—ancient Israelite religions, Second Temple Judaism, early Christianity, the Mysteries of Isis, Mithraism, Vedic religions, to identify just a few—within the wider academic study of religion (“religious studies”)? This seminar, welcoming doctoral students from throughout the GDR and beyond, will focus on addressing this basic question, which will lead to the exploration of a number of issues and problems in the study of religion: the role of the interpretation of ancient religions in the emergence and development of “History of Religions”; evolutionary models of religious development and their legacy in the academic study of religion; theories on the relationship between “myth” and “ritual” (and the definitions of those categories); challenges involved in studying ancient traditions with present-day “heirs” (e.g., Second Temple Judaism) versus the study of “dead” traditions (Mithraism); the nature of evidence (textual and iconographic); how scholars of ancient traditions can engage with the “ethnographic turn” in religious studies (while “fieldwork” with, e.g., ancient Mesopotamians remains impossible, until someone invents a functional time machine); what scholars of ancient religions can learn from studies of present-day traditions and what scholars of present-day traditions can learn from work on ancient religions; the various meanings of the category of “religion” itself.

"It is only in the conflict of rival hermeneutics that we perceive something of the being to be interpreted." If for Paul Ricoeur the conflict of interpretations gives a glimpse of the ontological and hermeneutic dimensions of text interpretation, it also necessitates his "long detour" through structural anthropology and the linguistic model when he makes the case for the semantics of the symbol.

In this seminar we will track Ricoeur’s "long detour" in The Conflict of Interpretations and ask about its implications. We will attend in particular to his reading of Claude Levi-Strauss, Ferdinand de Saussure, Roman Jakobson and Emile Benveniste. Topics to be considered include: the relation between structure and historicity, the reinscription of diachrony in Ricoeur and in Emmanuel Levinas, the encounter with cultural alterity. Supplementary texts by Levinas, Bernhard Waldenfels and Alfred Schutz.

Required Texts: Paul Ricoeur, The Conflict of Interpretations (Northwestern); Robert E. Innis, ed. Semiotics: An Introductory Anthology; Emmanuel Levinas, Time and the Other (Duquesne); Bernhard Waldenfels, Phenomenology of the Alien (Northwestern).

In recent decades talk of “practice” has swirled through multiple academic discourses: anthropology, sociology, philosophy, literature, history, and every discipline and field associated with studies in religion and theology. Emphasis on practice has brought new attention to the quotidian, the performed, and the material. It has illuminated embodied forms of knowing and reinvigorated language of virtue. It has helped subjugated discourses to find voices, and it has stressed the importance of culture and community. It has reoriented the field of practical theology and helped scholars, students, religious leaders and lay people rediscover faith as a way of life. Talk of practice has also produced much confusion. “Practice” has become a word to conjure with, and so a word that different people use in very different ways—often without awareness of the differences or the choices implicit in their own use. In this seminar we will parse some of the most important forms of talk about practice that currently circulate in the fields
associated with theological and religious studies. We will trace their roots in sociology, anthropology, and moral philosophy. Tracing these genealogies will involve close reading. Reading will be a key part of individual preparation for each week. And reading together will be at the center of seminar meetings. Close reading is a necessary means to the goals of the seminar. But it is not only an instrumental good. Growing in the practice of close reading is one of the main outcomes of the course. The course is designed to cultivate skills for close reading that can serve other research projects. More than this, the seminar takes the practice of close reading to be a good in itself, a practice that is a constitutive part of a good academic life. The seminar will read texts together to construct genealogies of theories of practice. It will then provide opportunities to develop theories of practice in two different directions: in the study of the lived religion of some community, past or present, and in relation to important literature in each member’s field of study.

Note:

This course is required for all Concentrators in Religious Practices and Practical Theology

**RLR 700/ ICIVS 713 – Islamic Theology and Philosophy**

Monday, 4:00-7:00

Vincent J. Cornell

This course is an introduction to the major schools of Islamic thought, with particular attention given to the question of theological authenticity. Topics covered include Kharijism, Kalam theology, Mu'tazilism, Ash'arism (al-Juwayni and al-Ghazali), Maturidism, schools of Islamic Philosophy (al-Kindi, al-Farabi, Avicenna, Averroes), Hermetism, and the modern legacy of classical schools of Islamic theology.

**RLR 700 – Law and Society in Judaism and Beyond**

Wednesday, 12:00 – 3:00

Don Seeman

**RLR 700 – Religion, Conflict, and Peacebuilding**

Thursday, 2:30-5:30

Elizabeth Bounds

The purpose of this course to deepen understanding of religions' roles in fostering and sustaining violence and conflict, as well as religions' ability to transform conflict and build peace. It will start with an overview of theories of contemporary conflict resolution and violence and then address a series of issues in the theory and practice of religion, conflict, and peacebuilding, including: liberal peace, nationalism, and secularism; religious violence and terror; memory, ritual, and place; non-violent resistance; and restorative justice and reconciliation. Readings will attend to both theoretical frameworks and global ethnographic studies (including the United States), with the ethnographic texts aligning with student interests. This course is the core required course for the Religion, Conflict, and Peacebuilding Concentration. Selected Texts Oliver Rowbotham et al, Contemporary Conflict Resolution Atalia Omer and Scott Appleby,eds. The Oxford Handbook of Religion, Conflict, and Peacebuilding (online at Emory Library)
Course description:
The course will explore literary types, genres and forms of history-writing in the Greco-Roman and Hellenistic-Jewish world – with a certain focus on the 1st century CE: a period of time where early Christian historiographical thinking as literary memory (esp. gospel narratives) originated.

In this course we will investigate (a) how history-writing transforms and develops individual and collective memory in the early Roman Empire, (b) which types and forms of historiographical writings evolve, especially in the Hellenistic (post Alexander the Great) era and early Roman Imperial time (c) how historiography is constantly a crucial issue of ancient literary criticism and theory, (d) how historiography consists of a variety of micro-forms (speeches, letters) which serve the narrative purpose of shaping “history”, and (e) how historiography constructs notions of “time”.


Syllabus (preliminary: topics and readings i-iii):

1) Forms and function of memory in the Hellenistic-Roman and -Jewish world [Cicero, fin 5; Diodorus Siculus, 12.13; Quintilian, inst or 11; Mk 14]
2) Theory and practice of Hellenistic-Roman history-writing I: The perspective of literary history [Quintilian, inst or 10; Lucian, How to Write History; Tatian, Diatessaron]
3) Theory and practice of Hellenistic-Roman history-writing II: The perspective of literary criticism [Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Thucydides]
4) Theory and practice of Hellenistic-Roman history-writing III: Theoretical remarks of historians [Thucydides, Peloponnesian War, pass.; Polybius, 2.56; Josephus, Jewish War, pass.; Antiquities, pass.; Lk 1:1-4; Acts 1:1f.]
4) The macro-genre of historiography I: Bellum-literature [Thucydides, Peloponnesian War, pass.; Sallust, Bellum Iugurthinum, pass.; Lucan, Bellum Civile, pass.; 1 and 2 Maccabees, pass.; Josephus, Jewish War, pass.]
5) The macro-genre of historiography II: Biography [Tacitus, Agricola; Philo, De vita Moysis, pass.; Mk 1; Lk 1-2; Mt 1-2]
6) The macro-genre of historiography III: Monographs [Philo, Legatio ad Gaium; in Flaccum; Gal 1-2; Acts 15]
7) “Biblical historiography” I: Patterns and master narratives [Josephus, Antiquities, pass.; Philo, De Iosepho; Acts 6-8]
8) “Biblical historiography” II: Rewritten Bible [Josephus, Antiquities, pass.; Philo, De Decalogo; Mt 3-5]
9) Micro-forms of historiography I: Itineraries as spatial concepts [Strabo, Geography, pass.; Pausanias, Decrion of Greece, pass.; Lk 9-19; Acts 13ff.]
10) Micro-forms of historiography II: Miracles, exitus-reports, speeches, letters [Suetonius, Vespasian; Tacitus, histories, pass.; annals, pass.; Lucian, Peregrinus; Mk 10:46-52parr.]
11) Construction of history and time I: historical and meta-historical terminologies (kairos, tuxé etc.) [Thucydides, Polybius, Tacitus, pass.; Aristotle, Metaphysics, pass.; Mk pass.; Pauline epistolography pass.; Augustine, confessions 11]
12) Construction of history and time II: the terminology and story outline of disaster and salvation narratives [Livy, Praefatio; Dionysius of Halicarnassus, On literary composition; Josephus, Jewish War, pass.; Acts 1-2, Book of Revelation, pass.]
13) The ethics and moral values of history-writing: The author and his narrative characters [Plutarch, On the Malice of Herodotus; Velleius Paterculus, 2pass.; Mk 8:29ff.parr.]